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ABSTRACT 

The frictional properties of textile materials have been of interest to material scientists 

and textile technologists for a number of years. Friction is defined as the resistance to 

motion when two bodies in contact are set to a relative motion. Friction is the principal 

physical propert>- that holds the fibers together to form a fabric. Friction is a complex 

physical and mechanical phenomenon. Polymeric materials such as textiles fail to obey 

the classical Amontons' law of friction. This thesis work endea\ors to prove the failure of 

Amontons' classical law of friction using a statistical approach. The nonlinearity between 

the friction force and the normal load resulted in the de\'elopment of a normalized friction 

factor, "R" The novel normalized friction factor has been used to evaluate the frictional 

properties of a set of wo\'en and nonwowen fabrics. 

In addition, research efforts also focused on understanding the surface mechanical 

properties of needlepunched-thermalbonded nonwoven substrate. The sliding friction 

apparatus has been conveniently used to characterize the frictional properties of the 

nonwoven fabric. Results on the frictional study of the nonwoven fabric have been very 

promising and have proved the effectiveness of the novel friction factor. 

The thesis also presents a crictical appreciation of previous works on the frictional 

properties of polymeric textiles. 
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CHAPTER I 

FRICTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF POLYMERIC TEXTILES: 
GENERAL UNDERSTANDING 

INTRODUCTION 

Surface mechanical properties occupy a prominent role in determining the 

manufacturing of textile materials, intrinsic and bulk properties and their performance 

characteristics. The study of the frictional properties of texhles and polymeric materials 

has occupied researchers for a number of years. Yet, there is no panacea to the complex 

issue of characterizing the frictional properties of texfile materials. And, the issue still 

remains an ostensibh' unsolved enigma even at the macro level. Textile materials that are 

viscoelastic in nature ha\e known to deviate from the Amontons' laws of friction. This 

deviafion from the Amontons" law complicates the situation. The linear equation F/N = p, 

where, F is the frictional force and N is the normal applied load fails in the case of 

polymeric materials such as textiles. A general acceptable equation that circumvents the 

abo\ e problem is a power relationship between the friction force and the normal load. A 

substantial body of literature is available that uses the power law to characterize the 

frictional properties of textile materials. However, the power law relationship also leads 

to complications while comparing and characterizing the frictional properties of textiles 

\ arying in material characteristics. 

A major upsurge in research on the frictional characteristics of polymeric textiles 

has taken place most recently at Texas Tech University by Ramkumar's research group. 

Further research led to the development of a refined frictional parameter that could serve 



as a panacea to the complex issue. This chapter critically appreciates earlier works on the 

frictional properties of pohmeric materials and more specifically on fiber assemblies 

such as fibers, filaments, \arns and fabrics. It is extremely important to understand the 

existing difficulties that are associated with the characterization of the frictional 

properties of polymeric materials as friction influences the overall quality of fibrous 

structures. 

.\n in-depth scientific rexiew of the subject is timely because there is a 

reju\enated research interest on the frictional properties of fibrous materials. The 

availabilit\- of sophisticated instruments such as the Atomic Force Microscopy, nano-

indenter. etc. enables frictional characterization of polymeric materials at nano levels. To 

have a better understanding of the frictional properties of polymeric textiles at nano and 

atomic le\els. it is important to understand the basic principles governing the friction of 

textile materials at macro level. This chapter elaborates the most significant research 

activities on the frictional characterization of fibrous assemblies beginning in the 1930s 

till this date. 

Historical Development in the Theories of Fricfion 

Friction is the tangential force to the surface resisting the motion when a body 

slides over another surface. Though friction seems to be a simple property to measure it is 

complicated to explain. In recent years, due to the increased interest in friction, 

lubricafion, and wear a new field known as "tribology" has emerged. The term is derived 

from the Greek word triho.s. which means "rubbing." Tribology is defined as "the science 
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and technology of interacting surfaces in relative motion and of practices relating thereto" 

ID-

There are two basic laws of friction, which were first deduced by Leonardo da Vinci 

in the middle of the fifteenth century (4), The two friction laws are: (1) the frictional 

force. "F" is proportional to the normal load "W" and (2) the friction is pracfically 

independent of the geometric area of contact between the sliding bodies. 

Howe\er, the first original work on friction was done by Guillaume Amontons, 

who in 1699 published a paper in the Proceedings of the French Royal Academy of 

Science on friction (2), In this work, he rediscovered the then forgotten two laws of 

friction originally deduced by Leonardo da Vinci. Since then, Amontons' laws of friction 

have been well accepted as classical laws governing the friction of solid materials. 

In later \ears. Coulomb verified Amontons' laws and pointed out that the force 

required to initiate sliding (static friction) is greater than the force required to maintain 

sliding (dynamic friction) (3), According to his roughness theory, friction arises 

essentially from the asperities present on the surfaces. In a simple sense, the work 

expended in sliding the surfaces over the asperity contacts constitutes the frictional force. 

During the nineteenth century, invesfigators confirmed Coulomb's experimental results 

and accepted his theory of friction as a general theory of friction (4). 

The surface interaction theory involving the adhesion or welding of surfaces was 

originally developed for metals and considers adhesion between solids to occur as a 

macroscopic phenomenon analogous to "cold-welding" This mechanism todate has 

proven to be the most valuable of the two theories in explaining the observed phenomena 
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of friction in nonmetallic solids. Tabor showed that even while applying small loads, the 

minute asperities on the surface of solids deform plastically first and then elasfically (5). 

When two sliding surfaces come in contact, the contact between the sliding surfaces takes 

place at the asperities. Due to the small area of contact at the asperities, the pressure is 

sufficienth high so that plastic deformation occurs tlrst. Increase in pressure results in an 

increase in the area of contact thereby reducing the pressure so that it falls below the 

>ield or critical pressure. The pressure gets distributed and so deformation continues to be 

elastic (5). 

The classical law s of friction do not apply to textile materials as strictly as they do to 

metallic materials. Textile scientists have offered many theories for the deviation. In 

general, the frictional properties of fibrous assemblies are ascribed to a modified 

adhesion model. The major factor affecting the friction between polymers is the area of 

contact. This depends on the geometry of the surface, load and in some cases, the time 

factor. In addition to adhesion, another component that is involved in sliding friction is 

the ploughing or shearing of surfaces in contact. In order to keep sliding continuing, it is 

necessary that the asperities be sheared. Hence the total frictional resistance is given by 

F = .X X s + P, where A is the apparent area of contact, s is the shear strength and P is the 

ploughing component (6). Briscoe showed that these two components contribute 

independently to the net frictional force (7). Briscoe and Tabor have correlated the 

physical properties to the frictional characteristics and showed that in the case of 

polymers, ploughing component dominates the frictional losses (8). 



Chronological Frictional Study 

Earlier work by Holm (11). Bowden and Hughes (12) and Bowden and Young 

(13) have shown that the oxide films that are normally present on the surfaces profoundly 

affect the friction of metals. 

Bowden, \'oung and Rowe conducted similar experiments to study the frictional 

properties of nonmetals like diamond, sapphire, graphite and carbon (35). Diamond and 

graphite exhibited high frictional coefficients, but donot seize completely, as the 

outgassed metals (35). This is due to their lamellar structure and the ability to shear than 

to allow penetration. The friction at the interface is due to strong surface adhesions and 

its limiting magnitude is determined b\ the shear strength of the material itself The work 

concluded that the mechanism of friction for nonmetallic solids is generally similar to 

that proposed for metals. 

Shooter studied the frictional properties of linear polymers like polyethylene, 

pol\st>Tene. nylon, polyvinylchloride, etc.. o\er a range of loads (0.04-lOOOOg) and he 

observed deviafions from the Amontons' law occurring at lighter loads (36). At heavier 

loads, the frictional force was proportional to the area of contact. The force per unit area 

of contact resisting the sliding motion can be calculated from the frictional force and is 

found to be approximately equal to the specific shear strength of the polymer itself. This 

suggests that strong adhesion occurs at the points of real contact, and that, during sliding, 

shearing takes place over these regions. This concurs with the theory developed by 

Bowden and his coworkers (12. 13). Shooter deduced an equation for the coefficient of 



fi-iction in terms o f ' s ' and 'p" (p = s/p) where, s is the shear strength of the metal and p is 

the \ield pressure of the metal. 

Gralen studied the friction between single fibers using two methods he had proposed 

earlier: (1) a method that measures the friction between two fibers at a small angle and 

(2) b>- twisting the two fibers (9). He found that the coefficient of friction decreases with 

the increase in normal load. His results showed that Amontons' law is not applicable to 

fibers. The increase in the coefficient of friction is lower than the mcrease in normal 

loads and hence a simple linear relationship between the friction force and normal load is 

not appropriate. Gralen proposed an alternative equation of the fomi, F/W = a+b/W" 

(or F = aW +bW"). Howe\er, Makinson suggested that unless there is a theoredcal 

explanafion for the friction force and normal load dependency, the most useful course is 

to adopt the simplest cur\e that is of the form. F = a+bW'\ where, F is the fricfion force, 

W is the load applied and a, b and n are friction parameters (10). 

Bowden and Tabor concluded that the frictional behaxior of polymers at slower 

sliding speeds could be explained in terms of the adhesion mechanism (5). The fricfion is 

primariK determined by the shear strength of the contact junctions formed at the 

interface. One of the major factors that influence the friction is the area of contact 

between the surfaces. This depends on the geometry of the surface, surface roughness and 

the load acting on the surfaces. The>' also suggested that because these materials are 

viscoelastic, friction also depends on the fime of loading and the speed of sliding. At 

lower speeds, the fricfion of polymers is well explained by the adhesion theory of 

friction, whereas at higher sliding speeds, the frictional behavior is more complicated. 
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Friction of polymeric materials depends markedly on both the speed and the temperature 

of the contact and more importantly on the type of the polymer. At very high speeds, 

frictional heating dominates, resulting in the thermal softening of the surface and the 

frictional beha\ior is determined by the properties of the molten surface film of the 

pohmer. 

Wilson studied the effect of pressure on the dynamic friction and based on a series 

of experiments on a \ariety of t'abrics he found that the mean frictional force, Fp is related 

to the applied pressure. P by a relationship of the form, log Fp= C\ + n log P, which is 

consistent with the adhesion theory of friction (14). The values of n and Ci depend 

mainh on the structure of the >'arns from which the fabric were wo\en. the chemical 

nature of the fabric and the finish applied. Although the classical paper by Wilson 

showed that the linear relationship between the friction force and normal load fails in 

textiles, the deviations from the linear relationship were not elaborated in the paper. 

Zurek et al. studied how the morphology of the fabric and the forces of friction of 

the >am on itself affect the fabric-on-fabric fricfional properties (15). Their results were 

in agreement with those of Wilson (14) and indicated that the fricfional resistance of 

fabrics woven from filament yams is dependent on both the rubbing direction and the 

fabric morphology. They concluded that the frictional force is highest when the direcfion 

of motion of the moving fabric is perpendicular to the orientation of the axis of the 

dominating peaks of the sliding fabric and vice versa. 

Carr cl al. studied the frictional characteristics of apparel fabrics using a sliding 

friction apparatus. They found that friction is dependent on low pressures but gradually 
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approaches a constant \alue as the pressure increased (16). They concluded that the 

coefficients of static and dynamic friction oi' fabrics decrease as the pressure increased. 

The study confirmed the failure of Amontons' law for textile materials and their work 

was in concurrence with Wilson's results. As is evident from paper, friction was 

characterized b>' the coefficient of friction although research work by Carr el al. has 

proven the failure of Amontons' law of friction. 

.Ajayi characterized the friction of fabrics using new fricfional parameters like 

frictional resistance, number of peaks, amplitude of resistance and the difference between 

the static and kinetic frictional forces (17). He also reported the influence of 

experimental variables like normal pressure, sled velocity, number of traverses and the 

nature of the sled surfaces on these frictional parameters. He observed that the coefficient 

of friction reduced with an increase in normal pressure. Ajayi's stud)' showed that the 

relationship between the frictional force and normal load is not a linear one and the 

relation of the form, F = KN" where, K and n are frictional constant and index is well 

suited for textiles. He also showed that the amplitude of the frictional resistance increased 

while the number of stick-slip values decreased with an increase in normal pressure. The 

number of peaks, amplitude of frictional resistance decreased whereas, there was no 

consistent change in the coefficient of friction with an increase in sliding velocities. 

\ishimatsu and Sawaki reported that there is an initial decrease followed by an increase 

in the coefficient of friction as the sliding velocity increased (18). As the number of 

traverses increased, Nishimatsu and Sawaki observed a decrease in coefficient of friction, 

amplitude of the fricfional resistance, number of peaks and resistance to smooth mofion. 
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.•Via>i later studied the effect of fabric structure on the fricfional properties of 

fabrics (19). He performed two different studies by changing the fabric construcfion. He 

obserxed the changes in the frictional properties by making a systematic increase in yarn 

sett b> keeping the >arn count constant and in the other by increasing the height, width 

and spacing of the fiber pile. Increase in the density of the yarn sett increased the 

frictional resistance of fabrics. He concluded that the amplitude of frictional resistance 

and the number of peaks in the stick-slip motion were related to the fabric structure, i.e.. 

height and the number of cords in the pile fabrics. 

Gupta and Mogahz\ presented a structural model for the empirical equation 

F = a.y" for characterizing the friction which is of the form, F = S C\i(l/k)" m '" N". The 

factors that affect friction are the morphology of contact w hich is gi\ en by the number of 

asperifies (m) and the nature of the stress distribution by the model constant Ci/which are 

influenced by the nature of the surface and the contact mode during friction testing such 

as point and line contacts (20). The other factor being the mechanical behavior of 

junction which is given by the values of the constants k and a in the pressure-area 

relafionship that is given by P=K.4" and the value of the specific shear strength of the 

junctions .S which is governed by the chemical and physical nature of the fibers. In 

another study, Gupta and Mogahzy examined the effect of different variables like fiber 

t% pe. molecular orientation, annealing, cross-secfional shape and testing environment by 

considering //. a and n as additional friction parameters (21). They stated that "n" is 

governed by the viscoelasfic properties of the junctions in contact or the shape of the 

pressure-area curve, and "a" is influenced by chemical, physical and morphological 



properties of the fiber and the size of contact. It was ci)ncluded that any changes in a or n 

would sequentialh- cause a change in the value of//. Various experiments were carried 

out b_v changing the cross-sectional shape of the fiber, the testing environments of the 

>'arns and the annealing conditions. Results from the study showed that circular cross 

sections of fibers compared to trilobals, tests in wet state compared to dry state and the 

annealed yarns compared to unannealed ones had higher values of a resulting in higher 

fricfion coefficients, The\ also compared pohpropylene yarns and acrylic yarns and 

found that pohpropvlene varus had higher values of a and n and thus gave higher friction 

coefficients than acrv lie yarns. 

Most recently, Ramkumar has studied the effect of enzyme treatment on woven 

cotton fabric friction (22). He used the sliding friction apparatus to measure the fricfional 

characteristics of enzyme treated cotton fabrics. His research supported the failure of 

.Amontons" law of friction for textiles and hence a power relationship between friction 

force and normal load as given in Equation 1.1 was used. Fricfional properties were 

characterized bv' the frictional parameter, C and the friction index, n that are obtained by 

solving the Equation 1.1. 

F/A = C(N/A)" (1.1) 

where 

F: Friction Force in Newtons; 

N: Normal Applied Load in Newtons; 

A: Apparent Area of Contact in m ; 



C: Friction Parameter in Pa'"" and 

n: Friction Index (non-dimensional). 

As the friction parameter, C and the friction index, n are interdependent, a composite 

fi-iction factor was proposed as given in Equation 1,2, 

The refined composite friction factor is given by: 

R = C/n, (J 2) 

where 

R: Composite Friction Factor in Pa ''" 

C: Fricfion Parameter in Pa''" and 

n: Friction Material Index (non-dimensional), 

Ramkumar used this novel factor to study the changes in the surface 

characterisfics of cotton fabrics after enzyme treatment. By performing a regression 

analvsis on the logio (F/A) and logio (N/A) values, C and n were calculated and the 

values were in tum used to calculate the values of the composite friction factor, R. The 

higher is the value of the fricfion factor; the higher is the friction of fabrics and vice 

versa. Cellulase enzyme at six different concentration levels was used for the enzyme 

treatment and the friction of the enzyme treated fabrics was evaluated using a sliding 

friction apparatus. To make the frictional characterization easier, the average of the static 

and dynamic friction force values obtained from the sliding friction apparatus was used to 

calculate the average friction factor, R. Results showed that the values of R for the 

enzyme treated fabrics were relatively lower than those for the untreated sample. 

However, he concluded that there is an optimum level of the enzyme treatment beyond 



which the friction factor started to increase, which was still lower than that for the 

untreated sample. The surface of the enzyme treated fabric when scanned through a 

scanning electron microscope was found to be smoother than the untreated fabric due to 

the etching of the fabric by enzvmes. The mild surface etching action of the enzymes was 

the reason for the enhanced smoothness and the softness of enzyme treated fabrics. 

Roedel and Ramkumar examined the friction and the basic mechanical properties 

of HI technologv needlepunched blended nonwovens (23). HI technology 

needlepunching machinery was used to develop polyester/cotton blended nonwovens 

substrates. Physical property measurements were made on the HI needled webs and it 

was observed that the blends were less thick, lighter and have enhanced strength with the 

increase in the polvester component in the blend. A sliding friction apparatus was been 

used to measure the frictional properties of HI needlepunched nonwoven fabrics. The 

friction parameter, C and the friction index, n were obtained using the power relationship 

and the friction factor, R was calculated using the Equation 1.2. A sfick-slip fricfional 

analv sis show ed that the number of peaks and troughs in the friction curve increases as 

the composition of the polyester in the blend increases. Needlepunched nonwoven fabrics 

are produced by the interlocking of fibers and hence have loops on their surface. In 

general, the surface loops present in nonwovens offer enhanced resistance to the smooth 

motion resulfing in more friction. 

Ramkumar and Roedel subsequently studied the effect of needlepunching speeds 

on the fricfional properties of HI technology nonwoven webs (24). Fricfion testing was 

performed on three samples that were produced at three different needlepunching rates 
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(400, 600, 1000 strokes/min). The samples were thicker and heavier as the needle

punching rate increased. Al higher needling rates, due to enhanced needle-fiber 

interaction, fiber protrusions on the surface arc more pronounced resulting in thicker 

structures. Enhanced thickness aided by protruded fibers result in increased friction. An 

mcrease in the air permeabilitv was also observed with an increase in the needlepunching 

rates. The tensile strength in both cross and machine directions were observed to be 

higher for samples produced at higher needlepunching speeds. Scanning electron 

microscope photographs showed intensely looped and interiocked samples developed at 

higher needlepunching speeds than those produced at lower speeds. The sliding friction 

apparatus was used to study the frictional characteristics of the nonwov en samples and it 

was observed that there was a marginal increase in the frictional force values with an 

increase in needlepunching rates. The stick-slip analysis of the samples showed more 

peaks and troughs on the samples produced at higher punching speeds. 

Ramkumar ct al. have recently studied the fricfional properties of friction spun 

yarns using the well established capstan technique (25). The stick-slip fricfional traces of 

the vams at different applied tensions were plotted and it was observed that there was a 

considerable reduction in peaks and troughs of the friction trace as the applied tension 

increased. A reduction in the friction force values was also observed. As the applied 

tension increased, the yarns straightened resulting in a better arrangement of the wrapper 

fibers in the yarn. This resulted in a smoother yarn thereby reducing the frictional force. 

The coefficient of fricfion for the yarns is given by: 

p = F/N = CN"'' forn<l C ^ ) 
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As is evident from Equation 1.3. it is clear that as the applied normal load increased, the 

coefficiem of friction of the friction spun >ams decreased. It was also observed that as the 

speed of the spinning increased, the tension in the yarns increased resulting in smoother 

yarns w ith reduced friction. Howev er. the study in this paper has to be further extended to 

obtain conclusiv e results to understand the effects of spinning speed, type and nature of 

the core elements and the finishes applied to the yams. etc. on the friction of friction spun 

varus. 

.Most recentlv. Ramkumar et al. have studied the effect of sliding speeds on the 

frictional properties of nonwoven fabric substrates (26). Nonwoven substrates varying in 

weights were used in the studv'. A "state-of-the-art" HI technology needlepunching 

nonwoven machine was used to develop polyester webs. HI technology uses a contoured 

needle zone, which results in longer needle penetration. The oblique angled needle 

penetration results in better fiber orientation and entanglement. Again, in this study, a 

sliding friction apparatus was used to evaluate the frictional properties of the HI 

nonwoven webs. Three repetitions were carried out for each sample at each applied 

normal load and the average friction values were used for further calculations. Friction 

force values at different applied normal loads were recorded in a microprocessor attached 

to the tensile testing machine. The average fricfion factor values were calculated by 

solving Equafions 1.1 and 1.2. Results showed that fricfion force-normal load relafionship 

is not linear and the average coefficient of friction decreased with an increase in the 

applied normal load. Heavier fabrics have higher fiber density with pronounced surface 

loops resulfing in more fricfion. The fricfion factor, R was capable of reflecfing the 
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changes in the material properties and the weight on the surface mechanical properties ot 

nonwoven substrates. Furthermore, results showed that the friction of nonwoven 

substrates increased with an increase in sliding speeds. 

.\ critical appreciation on the frictional study of the polymeric textiles has been 

undertaken in this chapter. Experimental results are presented in the following chapters of 

the thesis. 
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CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE FAILURE OF AMONTONS' LAW 
IN POLYMERIC TEXTILES 

INTRODUCTION 

It is generally accepted that texfile materials do not obey the Amontons" laws of 

txiction. .Amontons' classical law of friction is based on the linear relafionship between 

the friction force and the applied normal load. The failure of the Amontons" relationship 

between the friction force and the normal load necessitates the need for calculating the 

tricfion of fabrics at different applied loads (14. 26). The relationship between the fricfion 

force (F) and the applied normal load (N) can be conveniently represented using the 

following relationship: 

F/A = C (N/A)", (2,1) 

where 

F: Friction Force in Newtons: 

N: Normal Applied Load in Newrtons; 

A: Apparent .Area of Contact in m^; 

C: Friction Parameter in Pa "" and 

n: Friction Index (non-dimensional). 

Wilson's experiments on a variety of fabrics have shown that the above 

relationship is valid for represenfing the fricfion force-normal load relafionship (14). 

Experimental investigafions by Dreby (27), Howell (28, 29) and Gralen {9) showed that 

the fricfion force-normal load relationship is not linear for textiles. Howell and Mazur 
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used a power equation of the form, F=CN" to represent the relationship between the 

friction force and the normal applied load, where F is the friction force, N is the normal 

applied load, C and n are friction constants. Their experimental results were found to fit 

well with the above relationship when the value of n was less than 1. Most recently, there 

has been a major upsurge in research on the surface mechanical properties of polymeric 

materials and textiles due to the need for a refined methodology for frictional 

characterization (22-27). Ramkumar ct al. have studied the influence of knitted fabrics 

structural \ ariables such as the loop length and the yarn linear density on the frictional 

properties of rib knitted cotton fabrics using a novel friction parameter (6), Ramkumar 

has given a brief review on the deviations from Amontons' law of fricfion in textile 

materials (26), Based on the fundamental studies, a refined friction factor has been 

derived and has been used to characterize the changes in the surface properties of enzyme 

treated cotton fabrics (22). The refined friction factor is given by: 

R = Cn . (2.2) 

where 

R: Friction factor in Pa "", 

C: Friction parameter in Pa '", 

n: Fricfion index (non-dimensional). 

In another study, the refined factor has been used to characterize the frictional 

properties of a set of needlepunched nonwoven fabrics (23). Three different sets of 

cotton/polyester blended fibers were needlepunched on the HI technology needle loom. 

Lightweight needlepunched nonwoven webs weighing approximately 50 g/m^ were 
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developed. The sliding friction apparatus was used to measure the surface mechanical 

properties of nonwovens. Frictional forces v\ere measured over a range of six different 

applied normal loads. Frictional forces measured at different applied normal loads were 

used to calculate the normalized friction factor, R. The novel friction factor, R was able 

to distinguish the variations in the blend composition in the needlepunched nonwovens. 

-An increase in the polyester component resulted in an increase in friction, which was 

reflected in higher friction factor, R values. Ramkumar and Roedel have investigated the 

effect of three different needlepunching rates on the surface mechanical properties of HI 

technologv needlepunched webs. Polyester fibers were needlepunched at 400, 600 and 

1000 strokes/min. Results indicated that the friction force-normal load relationship can be 

conveniently expressed using the power relafionship. Frictional properties were 

characterized using the novel friction factor, R. The effect of different needling rates was 

clearly reflected in friction factor, R values. As the needling rate increased, fricfion 

increased, friction of the nonwoven webs increased, which was reflected in higher R 

values (24). Most recently, Ramkumar et al. have investigated the effect of different 

frictional sliding velocifies on the frictional properties of two different needle-punched 

nonwoven substrates. Two different polyester nonwoven webs varying in their weights 

were needlepunched on the HI technology needle loom. The different sliding speeds used 

were 100, 500, 750 and 1000 mm/min. Results showed that at all the sliding speeds 

investigated, friction force increased with the increase in applied normal load. However, 

the coefficient of fricfion decreased with an increase in normal loads at all sliding speeds. 

This result indicates that the coefficient of friction is not a constant factor for nonwoven 



substrates and that the characterization of the friction of nonwoven webs using the 

coefficient of friction is not scientifically logical (26). 

As is evident from the aforementioned discussions, it is not logical to characterize 

the frictional properties of polymeric materials using the coefficient of fricfion, "p." The 

coefficient of fricfion "p" is the constant of linearity between the friction force and 

applied normal load. There is a plethora of literature available that briefs the deviation 

from the .Amontons' classical law of friction (F = pN) for textiles. However to the thesis 

author's best knowledge, there is a paucity of literature that clearly proves the deviation 

from the Amontons' basic law of friction in polymeric materials. It is extremely 

important to experimentally prove that it is not logical to represent the relationship 

between the friction force and the normal load as a straight-line equation passing through 

the origin. In this chapter, the author has followed an experimental approach to prove the 

failure of Amontons' law of friction in polymeric textiles. The results have been validated 

using a statistical approach. 

Materials and Method 

A set of 11 different fabrics was used in the study. The experimental method that 

was used to characterize the frictional properties is described in the later part of this 

secfion. Details about the materials used are given Table 2.1. More detailed information 

on the samples was not possible as they were acquired from different commercial sources 

in very limited quantities. Furthermore, an elaborate description of the samples was not 



considered important as this w ork deals with the experimental verification of the failure 

of .Amontons" law and not on the influence of fabric constructional features on friction. 

Table 2,1: Material Details 

Sample ID 

1 
'̂  

4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

11 

Fabric Type 
Nonwoven 

Nonwoven 

Woven 

U'oven 
Woven 

Woven 
Woven 
Woven 
Woven 

Woven 

Woven 

Fiber Content 

70% Cotton/30% polyester 

50% Cotton/50% polyester 
Cotton 

Cotton 
Cotton/polyester 

Cotton 
Cotton 
Cotton 
Cotton 

Cotton/polyester 

Cotton/polyester 

Construction 
Needle-punched Nonwoven 

Needle-punched Nonwoven 

Twill 3 x 1 
Plain Woven 
Plain Woven 
Plain Woven 
Satin 4 x 1 

Basket (2 x 1 Duck) 
Plain (Sheefing) 

Plain (Broad cloth) 

Plain (Sheeting) 

Nonwoven fabrics were developed on the HI technology needle loom, HI 

technology is one of the modern developments in needlepunching nonwoven's 

technology (31). Texas Tech University is the first academic facility in the U.S.A to 

house the modern needlepunching technolog), HI technology is a patented invenfion of 

Ernst Fehrer of Fehrer, AG (32-33). The contoured needle zone in the HI technology 

results in an oblique angled needle penetrafion on fibers. Such a penetration results in 

longer needle paths and helps with the better fiber orientation and fiber entanglement 

than the flat needling zone machine (33-34). Roedel and Ramkumar have elaborated the 

details of the HI technology needle loom and the characteristics of nonwoven fabrics 

developed on HI technology needle loom in another paper (23). 
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The sliding friction apparatus as shown in Figure 2.1 has been used to 

characterize the frictional properties of 11 different fabrics. The sliding friction apparatus 

has been previously used to evaluate the frictional properties of a set of 1x1 rib knitted 

cotton fabrics (6). The apparatus is similar to the one used by Ajayi (17). In this study, a 

standard friction sledge with known dimensions was used. The sledge measured 5 cms in 

length and 4 cms in width. The initial weight of the sledge was around 36 gms. One end 

of the sledge was attached to the load cell of the constant rate of elongafion tensile tester 

by an inextensible thread. The maximum capacity of the load cell of the tensile tester was 

25 kgf The experiment was conducted over a range of different applied normal loads. 

The minimum and the maximum loads used were around 36 and 86 gms respectively. 

The load was increased in steps of 10 gms. Three repetitions were carried out at each 

applied load for the different substrates investigated. 
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Figure 2.1: Sliding Friction Apparatus 

The sliding friction apparatus as shown in Figure 2.1 has been found to be a 

convenient tool to measure the friction forces at different applied loads. Moreover, the 

sliding friction apparatus is simple in construction and can be easily adapted to different 

tensile testers. The tensile tester used in this study is microprocessor controlled and helps 

with the storage of vast amount of data from the friction experiments. The dynamic 

friction forces at different applied normal loads were measured for all the fabrics studied. 

As the dynamic friction force is the average of the friction forces measured at a number 

of places on the fabric during the sliding process, it was thought logical to use the 

dynamic fricfion force values to validate the deviafion from the Amontons' law of 

fricfion in polymeric textiles. The standard friction sledge slid on the fabrics across the 
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filling (vv eft) in the case of woven fabrics and across the cross direction in the case of 

nonwoven fabrics. Experimental results are given in Tables 2.2-2.4. Three repeats were 

can-ied out at each applied normal load and the average friction force values were used 

for further calculations. Dvnamic friction force was normalized by the apparent area of 

contact. .As is evident from the experimental results, the standard deviation values are 

high for the normalized friction force. The variations could arise due to inherent material 

variations, deviations in constructional features and system variations during 

manufacturing. Furthermore, the normalization process results in higher standard 

deviations as the friction forces are normalized by the apparent area of contact. It is 

assumed that the apparent area of contact remains constant and the variations are 

associated with the friction force values only. 

Table 2.2: Frictional Values of Nonwoven Substrates 

Sample ID 
1 

2 

N/A(Pa) 
1.74 
2,24 
2.74 
3.24 
3.74 

4.24 

1,74 
2.24 
2.74 
3.24 
3.74 

4.24 

Fd/A (Pa) 
0.20(0.77) 
0.28(0.27) 
0.39(0,19) 
0.54(0.30) 
0.64(0.50) 

0.71 (0.60) 

0.22(1.79) 
0.37(1.55) 
0.47(1,27) 
0.54(0.90) 
0.64(1.50) 

0.75 (2.70) 
Values in the parenthesis indicate standard deviation 
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Table 2.3: Frictional Values of Woven Substrates 

Sample ID 

4 

i 5 
1 

6 

7 

8 
, 
, 

1 

N/A(Pa) 
1.82 
2 32 
2.82 
3.32 
3.82 
4,32 
1.82 
2.32 
2.82 
3.32 
3.82 
4,32 
1.82 

- 1 - ^ - ) 

2.82 
3.32 
3.82 
4,32 
1.82 
2.32 
2.82 
3.32 
3,82 
4.32 
1.82 
2,32 
2.82 
3.32 
3.82 
4.32 
1.82 
2.32 
2.82 
3.32 
3.82 
4,32 

Fd/A (Pa) 
0.41 (0.25) 
0,53(0,43) 
0.64 (0.64) 
0.76(0.29) 
0.89(1.04) 
1.02(0.37) 
0.79(0.25) 
1.05(0.29) 
1.29(0.39) 
1.53(0.21) 
1.78(0.36) 
2.01 (0.67) 
1.15(0.15) 
1.35(0.21) 
1.55(0.09) 
1.76(0.20) 
1,96(0.17) 
2.16(0.32) 
0.43(0.18) 
0.55 (0.29) 
0.70(0.44) 
0.83 (0.35) 
0.98(0.42) 
1.09(0.44) 
0.87(0.11) 
1.08(0.25) 
1,27(0.28) 
1.47(0.20) 
1.67(0.25) 
1.87(0.18) 
0.91 (0.32) 
1.12(0.27) 
1,33(0.28) 
1.54(0.47) 
1.76(0.61) 
1.97(0,86) 
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Table . 
Sample ID 

9 

10 

11 

Z.4: Frictional Values of Woven Substrates 

N/A (Pa) 
1.82 
1 "̂ T 

2,82 
3.32 
3,82 
4,32 
1.82 
2 32 
2,82 
3.32 
3,82 
4.32 
1.82 
2.32 
2,82 
3.32 
3.82 
4.32 

F.i/A (Pa) 
0.94 (0.99) 
1.15(1.17) 
1.36(1.21) 
1.59(0.89) 
1.84(1.43) 
1.99(0.87) 
0.75 (0.40) 
0.99(0.58) 
1,24(0,47) 
1.50(0,43) 
1.71 (0.19) 
1.95(1.30) 
0.77(0.21) 
0.99(0.32) 
1,21 (0.11) 
1.46(0.30) 
1.70(0,32) 
1.91 (0,29) 

Values in the parenthesis indicate standard deviation 
N .\- Norinal Load/Area; Fd A Dynamic Frictional Force/Area; Pa: Pascal 

Deviations from the Amontons' Law of Friction 

Although the classical paper by Wilson showed that the linear relationship 

between the friction force and the normal load fails in textiles, the deviations from the 

linear relafionship were not elaborated in the paper (14), It is therefore important to 

experimentally prove the failure of Amontons' law of friction in texfiles. According to 

the Amontons' law of friction, for materials that obey the basic law of fricfion, the 

relationship between the friction force and the normal load should be constant. 

Mathematically, based on the Amontons' law of friction the friction force-normal load 

relafionship (F/N = p) is a straight line passing through the origin. For all the fabrics 
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investigated in this stud}. it has been found that the relationship between the dynamic 

friction force and normal load does not pass through the origin (Figures 2.2 and 2.3). 

.Also, it is evident from the coiTclation ot determination (R square) values that the R 

square v alues are significantlv' high (> 0.98) indicating that the equation is a straight line 

and does not pass through the origin. The simple methodology adopted in this study 

proves bev'ond doubt that the relationship as shown in Equation 2.3 is not a valid 

relationship to represent dynamic friction force-normal load relationship: 

F,N = p (2.3) 

where F is the friction force, N is the normal applied load and p is the coefficient of 

friction (constant of linearity). 
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Sample I y =0.21()\-0.I8.S8 Sample2 

R" = 0.08W i 

y = 0.2017x-0.1048 

R ' = 0.98% 
F

d/
A

 

T 

0:8 

0.6 

0,4 

0,2 

0 

-0.2 

-0.4 
N/A 

• D\ namic Frictional Force,Fd 

N/A 

• Dvnamic Frictional l-'orce,Fd 

s. 

^ 

impk\ 

1.2 

1 

0.8 

0.6 

0 4 

0.2 

0 

-0.2 

-

0 

y =().4S74x-0.{)8XI 

R" = ().9W8 

5 -> -0.5 " 

N'A 

• [Jvnamic l-rictional Force.Id 

N/A 

• lA namic 1 riclional Force,Id 

Sample 5 y =0.4051x+0.4112 Sampled 

R' = I 

y =<).2()97x-0.0647 

R" - 0.998,S 

N/A 

• Dynamic I riclional Force,Id 

2 

N/A 

Dyiuimic I riclional lorccFd 

Figure 2.2: Friction Force versus Normal Load 
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Sample 7 ^0..W8."«+0.1489 

R" = 0.9999 

Samples y = 0,4246x + 0,1 .'̂ 49 

R" - 0,9999 

N A 

• D\ natnic Frictional Force,Fd 

N/A 

• Dynamic Frictional Force,Fd 

Sample9 y = 0 4314x +0.1538 Sample 10 

R- =0,W71 

y = 0,481 Ix-0.1204 

R" = 0,9993 

< 
-9 

< 
-o 

N/A 
• Dvnamic 1 riclional I'orcc.l'd 

N/A 
l)\n.imic 1 riclional loicc.l d 

Sample I I y =()4617x- 0.0775 

R" = 0 9994 

< 
• o 

.2 

2.-5 - -

2 

1,5 

1 

0.5 , 

0 X 

-0 5 '^ 

• Dy namic 

— — 

-> 

N/A 

r ict lona 

4 

1 (ircc.l d 

Figure 2.3: Fricfion Force versus Normal Load 
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Statistical Verificafion of the Failure of Amontons' Law of Friction 

.As delineated in the introduction, this study endeavors to prove that the basic 

Amontons' law is not valid in polymeric textiles. Regression analysis has been used to 

represent the straight line relationship between the dynamic friction force and the normal 

load. It was possible to obtain the statistical "p" values using the regression analysis. The 

p values have been used to verify the null hypothesis that the equation is a straight line 

passing through the origin (i.e., there is no intercept). Alternate hypothesis is that the 

Amontons' relationship is not valid in the case of polymeric textiles. The significance 

level "p"" of 0.05 has been used as the standard default significance level for accepfing or 

rejecting the null hypothesis. The thumb rule followed was that if the calculated "p" 

(Table 2.5) is higher than the default significance level, then the null hypothesis is 

accepted. This means that there is no intercept term required in the dynamic friction 

force-normal load equation. Experimental results obtained show that in all the fabrics 

investigated, p values were lower than the default significant p value indicating that there 

is a need for the intercept term in the friction equation. In addition, in the case of samples 

5, 7 and 8, p values were very small which strongly evidences that the Amontons' fricfion 

law has failed in these fabrics. The statistical methodology adopted in this study provides 

solid evidence experimentally that polymeric textiles fail to obey Amontons' basic law of 

friction. 
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Table 2,5: Fricfion Force versus Normal Load Intercept Values (and P-values) 

Sample ID 

1 
-» 
-> 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

P-value 
Dynamic 

0.005 
0.031 
0.036 
0.002 

8.29E-08 
0.017 

2.01E-05 
1.06E-05 

0.014 
0.004 
0.012 

Intercept Value 
Dynamic 

-0.191 
-0.098 
-0.043 
-0.085 
0.417 
-0.072 
0.160 
0,141 
0.152 
-0.112 
-0.079 

Conclusions 

The sliding friction apparatus has been conveniently used to evaluate the 

frictional properties of a set of woven and nonwoven fabrics. The relationship between 

the dynamic friction force and the normal applied load is a straight line that does not pass 

through the origin. The relafionship shows that Amontons' basic law of fricfion is not 

obeyed in polymeric textiles. The work adopted a statistical approach to prove the 

deviafion from the Amontons' law. Statisfically significant "p"" values obtained from the 

regression analysis of the dynamic friction force and the normal applied load proved that 

the relationship is a straight line equation that does not pass through the origin. The p 

values were significantly lower than the default significances level of 0.05 proving that 

the equation makes an intercept. The work has utilized a novel statistical approach to 

disprove the Amontons" physical law in case of polymeric textiles. Results obtained 

clearly show that it is both physically and mathematically not logical to characterize the 

fricfional properties of polymeric texfiles using the coefficient of friction p values. 
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CHAPTER III 

FURTHER STUDIES ON THE FAILURE OF AMONTONS' LAWS OF 
FRICTION IN POLYMERIC TEXTILES 

INTRODUCTION 

Chapter II of the thesis focused on validating the failure of Amontons" basic law 

of friction. .An interdisciplinarv' approach involving stafisfical and mechanical sciences 

was used to show the friction force-normal load relationship is nonlinear. Based on the 

results, a normalized friction factor, R was developed and was used to characterize the 

surface mechanical properties of a set woven and nonwoven fabrics. The aim of the 

chapter is to further substantiate the failure the Amontons" law of friction and hence the 

linear relationship between the friction force values and normal applied loads. To have 

continuity, the same fabrics and the same friction apparatus has been used in the study. 

Details of the fabrics used are given in Table 3.1. The sliding friction apparatus was 

conveniently used to calculate the static and dynamic friction force values over a range of 

applied normal loads. Tables 3.2-3.4 give the experimental results. 
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Table 3.1: Material Details 

Sample ID 

1 
• ) 

-> 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Fabric Type 

Nonwoven 

Nonwoven 

Woven 

Woven 

Woven 

Woven 

Woven 

Woven 

Woven 

Woven 

Woven 

Fiber Content 

70% CottoiV30% polyester 

50% Cotton/50% polyester 

Cotton 

Cotton 

Cotton/polyester 

Cotton 

Cotton 

Cotton 

Cotton 

Cotton/polyester 

Cotton/polyester 

Construction 

Needle-Punched Nonwoven 

Needle-Punched Nonwoven 

Twill 3 X 1 

Plain 

Plain 

Plain (Plain cloth) 

Safin 4 X 1 

Basket (2 x 1 Duck) 

Plain (Sheeting) 

Plain (Broad cloth) 

Plain (Sheeting) 

Table 3,2: Frictional Values of Nonwoven Substrates 

Sample ID 

1 

2 

N/A (Pa) 

1,74 

2,24 

2,74 

3,24 

3,74 

4,24 

1,74 

2,24 

2.74 

3.24 

3.74 

4.24 

Fs/A (Pa) 

0.28(0.85) 

0.31 (0.87) 

0.31 (1.12) 

0.51 (0.90) 

0.49(1.30) 

0.73 (0.8) 

0.34(3.52) 

0,47(1.50) 

0.53(1.30) 

0.56(2.10) 

0.75(0.50) 

0.85 (4.00) 

Fd/A (Pa) 

0.20(0.77) 

0.28(0.27) 

0.39(0.19) 

0.54(0.30) 

0.64 (0.50) 

0.71 (0.60) 

0.22(1.79) 

0.37(1.55) 

0.47(1.27) 

0.54(0.90) 

0.64(1.50) 

0.75 (2.70) 

Average(Pa) 

0.240 

0.295 

0.350 

0.525 

0.565 

0.720 

0.280 

0.420 

0.500 

0.550 

0.695 

0.800 
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Table 3,3: Frictional Values of Woven Substrates 

Sample ID 
_ • > 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

N/A (Pa) 
1.82 
2,32 
2,82 
3.32 
3,82 
4.32 
1,82 
2,32 
2,82 
3,32 
3,82 
4,32 
1.82 
2,32 
2,82 
3,32 
3.82 
4,32 
1,82 
2, i2 
2,82 
.:>..:> J. 

3.82 
4,32 
1.82 
2.32 
2.82 
3.32 
3.82 
4,32 
1.82 
2.32 
2,82 
3.32 
3.82 
4.32 

Fs/A (Pa) 
0.96(2,74) 
1.33(2.11) 
1,44(1.86) 
1.64(6.52) 
1.72(1.04) 
2,54(8.89) 
1.05(1.85) 
1,21 (1.88) 
1.60(3.67) 
2,17(5.09) 
2,43 (2,57) 
2.27 (3,25) 
1.56(5.78) 
1.59(3.62) 
1.82(0.76) 
1.99(4.25) 
2,86(1.88) 
2.99(9,97) 
1,10(1,65) 
1,24(2,96) 
1.59(4.78) 
1.67(4,31) 
1.88(5.21) 
2,63 (4,67) 
1.18(1.29) 
1.60(2,18) 
1.88(3.56) 
1.95(9.01) 
2,03 (4.93) 
2.41 (6.85) 
1.13(1.00) 
1.50(4.46) 
1.68(7.12) 
2.01 (3.11) 
2,26(6,01) 
2,69(3.82) 

Fd/A (Pa) 
0.41 (0.25) 
0.53 (0.43) 
0.64 (0.64) 
0.76(0.29) 
0.89(1.04) 
1.02(0.37) 
0.79(0.25) 
1.05(0.29) 
1.29(0.39) 
1.53(0.21) 
1.78(0.36) 
2.01 (0.67) 
1.15(0.15) 
1,35(0,21) 
1.55(0.09) 
1.76(0.20) 
1.96(0.17) 
2,16(0,32) 
0.43 (0.18) 
0,55 (0,29) 
0.70(0.44) 
0.83(0.35) 
0.98(0.42) 
1.09(0.44) 
0.87(0.11) 
1.08(0.25) 
1,27(0.28) 
1,47(0.20) 
1.67(0.25) 
1.87(0.18) 
0.91 (0.32) 
1.12(0.27) 
1.33(0.28) 
1.54(0.47) 
1.76(0.61) 
1.97(0.86) 

Average (Pa) 
0.685 
0.930 
1.040 
1.200 
1.305 
1.780 
0.920 
1.130 
1.445 
1.850 
2,105 
2.140 
1.355 
1,470 
1.685 
1.875 
2,410 
2.575 
0.765 
0.895 
1.145 
1.250 
1.430 
1.860 
1.025 
1.340 
1.575 
1.710 
1.850 
2.140 
1.020 
1,310 
1.505 
1.775 
2.010 
2.330 
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Sample ID 
9 

10 

11 

Values in the parent 

Table 3.4: Frictional Values of Woven Substrates 

N/A (Pa) 
1,82 
2,32 
2,82 
3.32 
3,82 
4,32 
1,82 
2,32 
2,82 
3,32 
3.82 
4,32 
1,82 
2,32 
2,82 
3,32 
3.82 
4,32 

desis indicate star 

Fs/A (Pa) 
1.46(6.05) 
1.56(3.73) 
1.97(5,52) 
2.16(8.17) 
2,54(8,43) 
2,70(8,38) 
1.22(2.89) 
1.36(3,84) 
1.67(6,24) 
2.03(1.06) 
2,06(1.89) 
3.09(4.02) 
1.14(3.08) 
1.23 (2.89) 
1.50(4,23) 
1.91 (3.58) 
2,17(6.67) 
2.55(6.58) 

dard deviation 

Fd/A (Pa) 
0.94 (0.99) 
1.15(1.17) 
1.36(1,21) 
1.59(0.89) 
1.84(1.43) 
1.99(0.87) 
0.75(0,40) 
0.99(0.58) 
1,24(0.47) 
1.50(0.43) 
1.71 (0.19) 
1.95(1.30) 
0.77(0.21) 
0.99(0.32) 
1,21 (0.11) 
1.46(0.30) 
1.70(0.32) 
1.91 (0.29) 

Average (Pa) 
1.2 

1.355 
1.665 
1.875 
2.19 

2.345 
0.985 
1.175 
1.455 
1.765 
1.885 
2.52 
0.955 
1.11 

1.355 
1.685 
1.935 
2.23 

\ .A=Normal Load/Area; Fs A ̂ Static Frictional Force/Area; 
Pa-Pascal 

Fd/A=Dynainic Frictional Force/Area; 
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Results and Discussion 

As briefed in the introduction of this chapter, the study reported here is the 

continuafion of the one reported in Chapter II. The main objective of work presented in 

this chapter is to further prove the dependency of friction force on the normal applied 

load and hence the failure of the Amontons" law of friction. 

Results shown in Tables 3,2-3,4 clearly show that friction force increases with an 

increase in applied normal loads. Furthermore, the increase in friction force with an 

increase in applied normal loads is not linear and hence the coefficient of friction varies 

with the increase in normal loads. As is evident from Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the coefficient 

of friction, "p" values are ubiquitous and are spread all over the graph. Results on the 

relafionship between the coetTicient of friction and the normal load prove that Amontons" 

law fails for polymeric textiles. If the textile materials were to obey the basic law of 

fricfion. the graph depicting the coefficient of friction and normal load relationship 

should be a fiat line indicating that p remains constant within the applied normal loads. 

Conclusions 

Brief study reported in this chapter supplements the results obtained in Chapter II 

proving again the failure the Amontons' classical law of fricfion. A significant revelafion 

from the study is that the coefficient of friction is not constant for texfile materials. 

Fricfion should be evaluated over a range of applied normal loads. The fricfion factor, R 
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deduced in Chapter II is a simple panacea to the complex issue of the frictional 

evaluation in pohmer and textile materials. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FRICTIONAL STUDY ON THERMALBONDED NONWOVEN SUBSTRATE 

INTRODUCTION 

.An attempt has been undertaken in this chapter to characterize the frictional 

properties of needlepunched-thermal bonded sample. Results reported in Chapter II of the 

thesis validated the use of a normalized friction factor, R to characterize the surface 

mechanical properties of a set of woven and nonwoven fabrics. Texas Tech University is 

the home for two "state-of-the-art"" nonwoven machines: (1) HI needlepunching and (2) 

Through-air thermal bonding technologies. These two sophisticated nonwoven machines 

hav e been used to develop a wool/polypropylene blended needlepunched-thermalbonded 

nonwoven sample. Results on the frictional properties of the needlepunched-

thermalbonded nonwoven fabric are elaborated in this chapter. 

.A wool/polypropylene blended needlepunched-thermalbonded nonwoven sample 

was developed for the study. The nonwoven sample was wool rich with 80% wool (by 

weight). Low melt polypropylene was intimately blended with wool and its composition 

in the blend was 20%. Approximately, 18 micron clean and washed wool was used in the 

blend. Additional details of the wool fibers were unavailable as the wool was procured 

from an outside source. The blended fibers were needlepunched on the HI technology 

needlepunching machine and subsequently thermalbonded using a through-air 

thermalbonding machine. Thermal energy in the form of hot air was used to melt the low-

melt polypropylene fibers resulting in the binding and interiocking of the loose and 
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surface fibers. Thermalbonding enhances the strength and the surface smoothness of the 

needlepunched nonwoven fabric. Thermoplastic properties enable synthetic fibers like 

polypropylene to serve as a binding material in the nonwoven fiber matrix. Hot air at a 

temperature just below the melting point of the binder material was passed over the fabric 

in the thermalbonding machine. The heat in the thermalbonding process softens the 

surface of the fiber. At a temperature, which is at the stickening point of polypropylene, 

fibers come in contact vv ith each other to form strong bonds that hold the fabric together. 

When the nonwoven fabric is cooled, the bonding points solidify providing higher 

strength to the fabric. Thermalbonding is economical and environmentally (the absence 

of chemical binders) friendly technology, and also enhances the overall product 

performance. 

To Instron Tensile 
Testing Machine 

Figure 4.1: Sliding Fricfion Apparatus 
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The sliding friction apparatus as shown in Figure 4,1 was used to characterize the 

frictional properties of the nonwoven composite developed by the needlepunching-

thermalbonding technologies. In this study, a standard steel fricfion sledge with known 

dimensions was used. The sledge measured 5 cms in length and 4 cms in width. The 

initial w eight of the sledge w as 60 gms. One end of the sledge was attached to the load 

cell of the INSTRON tensile tester by an inextensible thread. The maximum capacity of 

the load cell of the tensile tester was 500 N. The experiment was conducted over a range 

of different applied normal loads. The minimum and the maximum loads used were 60 

and 110 gms respectively. The load was increased in steps of 10 gms. Five repefitions 

were carried out at each applied load. The sliding friction apparatus has been found to be 

a convenient tool to measure the friction forces at different applied loads. Moreover, the 

sliding friction apparatus is simple in construction and can be easily adapted to different 

tensile testers. The tensile tester used in this study was microprocessor controlled and 

helps with the storage of vast amount of data from the friction experiments. As the 

friction force measured is the average of the friction forces measured at a number of 

places on the fabric during the sliding process, it was thought logical to use the average 

fricfion force to validate the deviation from the Amontons' law of fricfion in 

thermalbonded composites. The standard friction sledge was slid along and across the 

machine directions of the nonwoven fabric. 

It is generally accepted that texfile materials do not obey the Amontons" laws of 

fricfion. Amontons' classical law of friction is based on the linear relafionship between 
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the friction force and the applied normal load. Based on the fundamental studies, a 

refined friction factor has been derived and has been used to characterize the changes in 

the surface properties of nonwoven fabrics. The relafionship between the friction force 

(F) and the applied normal load (N) can be conveniently represented using the 

relationship given in Equation 1.1. The refined friction factor, R was calculated using 

Equation 1.2. The friction force and the normal load values are given in Table 4.1. 

Figure 4.2: Front View of the Thermalbonding Machine 

Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show the front and the side views of the fully operafional 

thermalbonding machine. The thermalbonding line at Texas Tech University has been 

found to be effective in developing a wide range of thermalbonded composite 

nonwovens.. A detailed description of thermalbonding process is not provided in this 

thesis as it is outside the scope of the current work. 
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Figure 4,3: Side View of the Thermalbonding Machine 

Figure 4.4: Open and Rear Views of the Thermalbonding Machine 
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Table 4.1: Frictional Values of Thermalbonded Composite 

S.No 

1 

1 n 

1 

4 

[ 

5 

1 
1 

Normal Load 

N/A (Pa) 

300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 

Avg. Friction Force, F/A (Pa) 

Along 

50 
55 
65 
75 
85 
95 
40 
50 
65 
75 
85 
100 
3̂  
45 
55 
65 
75 
90 
35 
40 
55 
70 
80 
90 
55 
65 
80 
90 
105 
110 

Across 

50 
65 
75 
95 
105 
110 
55 
70 
75 
85 
95 
110 
55 
80 
80 
95 
110 
120 
55 
65 
75 
90 
105 
115 
50 
65 
75 
90 
105 
115 
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Table 4.2: Values of Friction Parameters Along the Machine Direction 

S.No 

1 
•) 

,1 

4 
5 

X-inlercept 

-1,034 

-2.115 
- T ll~i, 

-2,611 

-1,221 

Slope, n 

1.097 
1.502 
1.522 
1.671 

1.196 

C (Pa'"'̂ ) 

0.093 
0.007 
0.006 
0.003 

0.06 

R(Pa'"") 

0.085 

0.005 
0.004 
0.002 
0.05 

R(mPa'"") 

85 
5 
4 
2 

50 

Table 4,3: Values of Friction Parameters Across the Machine Direction 

,' S.No 

1 1 
1 ^ 
1 -̂  
; ^ 

5 

X-intercept 

-1.617 
-0.893 
-1.203 
-1.375 
-1.701 

Slope, n 

1,345 
1.067 
1.201 
1.255 
1.376 

C (Pa'-") 

0.024 
0.127 
0.063 
0.042 
0.019 

R (Pa'-") 

0.018 
0.119 
0.053 
0.034 
0.014 

R(mPa'-") 

18 
119 
53 
34 
14 

Table 4.4: Average Values of the Five Repetitions 

Normal Load 
N/A(Pa) 

300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 

Avg. Friction 
Along 

43(9.08) 
51(9.62) 

64(10.25) 
75(9.35) 

86(11.41) 
97(8.37) 

-•orce, F/A(Pa) 
Across 

53(2.74) 
69(6.52) 
76(2.24) 
91(4.18) 
104(5.48) 
114(4.18) 

Table 4.5: Average Values of Fricfion Parameters 

Along 
Across 

X-intercept 
-1.775 

-1.3521 

Slope, n 
1.374 
1.247 

C (Pa'-") 
0.0168 
0.045 

R(Pa'-") 
0.012 
0.036 

R (mPa'-") 
12.22 
36.09 

Table 4.6: Average Weight and Thickness Values 

Average 
W(g/m') 

127.19(16.28) 
Thickness (mm) 

1.63(0.135) 
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Figure 4,5: Average Friction Force versus Normal Load (Logarithmic Graph) 
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Figure 4.6: AFM Image of Wool in the Thermalbonded Sample 
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Figure 4,7: Average Friction Force versus Normal Load (Logarithmic Graph) 
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Figure 4.8: Average Fricfion Force versus Normal Load (Logarithmic Graph) 
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Thickness measurements were carried on a K094 Digital Thickness Gauge. This 

instrument can be used to measure thickness within a range of 0-25mm by applying loads 

from 20-2000 gf'cnr The thickness measurements in this case were carried out at a load 

of 20gf cnr which is equivalent to 1.96xlO-^N/mm'. The surface of the needlepunched-

thermalbonded nonwoven sample was studied using an Atomic Force Microscope 

(Nanoscope Dimension 3100, VEECO), Atomic Force Microscopy is a form of scanning 

probe microscopv' where a small probe is scanned across the sample to obtain information 

about the sample's surface. The information gathered from the probe's interaction with 

the surface can be as simple as physical topography or as diverse as the material's 

physical properties, magnetic properties, or chemical properties. These data are collected 

as the probe is scarmed across the sample to form a map of the measured property relative 

to the X-Y posifion. 

The AFM probe has a verv sharp tip at the end of a small cantilever beam. The 

probe is attached to a piezoelectric scanner tube, v\hich scans the probe across a selected 

area of the sample surface. Inter atomic forces between the probe's tip and the sample 

surface cause the canfilever to deflect as the sample's surface topography changes. A 

laser light reflected from the back of the cantilever measures the deflecfion of the 

canfilever, and this informafion is fed back to the computer, which generates a map of 

topography and/or other properties of interest. 
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Results and Discussion 

Frictional force values for the thermalbonded nonwoven sample at different 

applied nonnal load levels are given in Table 4.1. As is evident from the Table 4.1, 

results are exciting and show that the thermalbonding process smoothens the surface 

resulting in reduced friction values. In general, the friction force is roughly 25% of the 

applied normal load. Also, results indicate that friction force increases with an increase in 

applied normal loads. This validates the use of friction factor, R to characterize the 

frictional properties of thermalbonded nonwovens. Tables 4,2 and 4.3 show the fricfion 

factor. R values. As is evident from the results, friction factor values are able to reflect 

the enhancement in the smoothness due to the thermalbonding operation. The change in 

the physical nature of the thermalbonded samples is evident from the very low R values 

that are given in sub pascal units (mPa). Figures 4,7 and 4.8 show the validity of the 

power law relationship between friction force and normal load. To substantiate the 

experimental results obtained. Atomic Force Microscopy stud>' was carried out on the 

thermalbonded sample. As is evident from the Figure 4,6, the thermalbonded sample's 

surface seems to be smoothened without damaging the wool fiber. 

Conclusions 

Results obtained from the limited study on the frictional properties of the 

thermalbonded sample show that the thermalbonding process smoothens the fabric. The 

sliding friction apparatus and the novel friction factor, R are appropriate to evaluate and 

characterize the smoothness of the thermalbonded nonwoven fabric. Results from the 
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studv' also show that the friction forces increase with the increase in applied normal loads. 

Results obtained clearly show the deviation from the classical Amontons" law of friction, 

which states that, the friction force and normal load relationship is a linear one. The 

normalized friction factor has been proven to be an invaluable parameter to characterize 

the hand-related frictional properties of nonwovens. 
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Chapter V 

GENERAL SUMMARY 

The thesis work has attempted a multidisciplinarv approach to characterize the surface 

mechanical properties of polymeric textiles. Friction is a complex physical and 

mechanical phenomenon and influences mostly all activities in day-to-day life. The 

research effort has resulted in prov ing the failure of the classical Amontons' law of 

friction for polvmers and texfiles. A new thinking was adopted, which has utilized a 

statistical technique to disprove the Amontons' law of friction. The work for the first fime 

has disproved classical physical law using stafistical principles. A novel normalized 

friction factor evolved out of this research and was used to characterize the surface 

mechanical properties of woven fabrics. Limited research was undertaken to examine the 

effectiveness of the new fricfion factor to characterize the surface properties of nonwoven 

fabrics. Results were very promising and emphatically proved the usefulness of the 

simple normalized friction factor. Overall, the thesis attempted to tackle a complex 

scienfific phenomenon with the help of solid physical and mathemafical techniques. 

Results have successfully paved the way for developing a simple friction evaluafion 

method for polymeric textiles. 
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Recommendations for Future Work 

Building on the success of the research activities reported in this thesis, further 

effort should focus on to: 

1. L'ndertake a systematic study to evaluate the frictional properties of 

needlepunched-thermalbonded composite nonwovens. This work should consider 

different fiber types, process variables, method of manufacturing, etc., 

2. Undertake the frictional study of polymeric materials at nano and atomic levels 

using sophisticated instruments such as the Atomic Force Microscopy and nano-

indenters. 
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ABSTRACT: The dyinamic friction of a vanctv of textile 
materinb wa> studied and v\ â  experimentally proven that 
the frictional behavior of textile materials do not obey the 
.Amnnton.';' basic law of friction {F/N - ^) Both woven and 
nonwoven materials with different tiber content and cun-
>tructianal features \M:re used in the study Results show 
tliat the dynamic friction-normal load relationship is not a 
straight line passing through ongin. A statistical approach 
has been followed to prove the significance of the deviation 

from the Amontons' law. To the authors' best knowledge, 
the work rfimrted in this article has for the first time exper
imentally proven the failure of Amontons' basic law of 
f net inn tor polymeric textiles, using a novel approach © 2iM4 
Wiley Periodicals.- In. I Appl Polym Sci 91: 0<.K)-U(JO, 200-t 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

It IS generally accepted that textile materials do not 
obey AiTtontons' laws of friction. An^ontons' classicsl 
law of friction IF. based on the linear relationship be
tween the friction force and the appl ied normal load. 
The failure of the Amontons ' relationship between the 
friction force and the normal load necessitates the 
need for calculating the friction of fabrics at different 
applied loads.''^'^'^ The relatioitship between the fric
tion force (F) and the appl ied normal load (N) can be 
convenientlv represented by using the relationship 

F/A = aN/AV (1) 

\ \ he re f is the friction force in Newtons, N is normal 
applied load in Newtons , A is the apparent area of 
contact m m ' , C is the friction parameter in Pa '~", and 
n IS the friction index (nondim.ensiona]), 

Wilson's experiments on a variety of fabncs have 
shown thai the above rclatioiiship is valid for repre
senting the friction force-normal load relationship 
exper imental invest igauons by D r e b y / H o w e l l / ' ' and 
Garlen* showed that the friction force-normal load 

relationship is not hnear for ttxtilu.s Howell and Ma
zur used a power equation of the form F -• CN" to 
represent the relationship between the friction force 
and the normal applied load, where f is the friction 
force, N is the normal applied load, and C and n are 
friction constants. Their experimental results v\ere 
found to fit well with the above relationship when the 
value of n was less than 1.'' Most recently, there has 
been a major upsurge in research on the surface me
chanical properties of polymeric materials and textiles 
due to the need for a refined methodology for fric
tional characterization.'""^*' Ramkumar et al. s tudied 
the influence of knitted fabrics' structural variables 
such as the loop length and the yarn hnear density on 
the frictional properties of n b knitted cotton fabrics by 
using a novel faction paramete r^" Ramkumar has 
given a brief review on the deviations from Amon
tons' law of friction in textile materials ' ' based on the 
fundamental studies, a refined friction factor has been 
derived and has been used to characterize the changes 
in the surface properties of enzyme treated cotton 
fabrics.'- The refined friction factor is given by 

R = C/n [2] 

Correspondence lo S. S. Ramkumar (s.ramkumar®ttu.edu) 
Contract grant sponsor: U.S. Army SBCCOM 
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where R is the friction factor in Pa' ", C is the friction 
parameter in Pa' ", and n is the friction index (non-
dimensional) 

In another study, the refined factor was used to 
characterize the frictional properties of a set of needle
punched nonwoven fabrics "' Three different sets of 
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S,impk- ID 
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4 
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7 

s 

9 

10 

11 

PabriL l\ pi.' 

N o n u o v t n 
Nonivoven 
\^' t>\'en 
Woven 
Wdven 
Woven 
W.iven 
\Voven 
Woven 
W oven 
Wpvrn 

T A B L E I 
Mater ia l Detai ls 

FiLw-T content 

70",o Colton/3tV%, poU'ustei 
?P"o Collon/SO";. polvL-ster 
Cut tun 
Cotton 
Cotton/polyester 
Cotton 
CoHon 
Cotton 
Cotton 
Cotton/poivef tei 
Cotlon/ch-ilycsler 

Conslruclion 

Ntedle-punchL'J nonwoven 
Needle-piuiclied noiuvuven 
1 w i l l 3 X 1 
r ia in woven 
P l j in woven 
Plain wo\'en 
Satin -1 X 1 
Gasket (2 v \ du tk ) 
Plain {b>heL*ting) 
Plain {broad cloth) 
Plnin (sheeling) 

cot ton/polyes ter -b lended fiber.s were needle-punciied 
on the HI technology needle loom. Lightweight nee-
dle-pimched nonwo\ ' en webs weighing approxi
mately 50 g / m ^ were developed. The shding faction 
appara tus was used to measure the siuface mechani
cal propert ies of nonwovens . Frictional forces were 
measured over a range of six different applied normal 
loads, Frictional forces measured at different applied 
normal loads were used to calculate the normalized 
friction factor, R The novel friction factor, R, was able 
to dLStinguish the variations in the blend composition 
in the needle-punched nonwovens An increase in the 
po | \ ester componen t resulted in an increase in fric
tion, which v̂ •a'̂  reflected in higher friction factor, R 
values. R a m k u m a r and Roedel investigated the effect 
of three different needle-punching rates on the surface 
mechanical propert ies of H i technology needle
punched webs • Polyester fibers were needle
punched at 400, 600, and 1000 strokcs. 'min Results 
indicated that the friction force-normal load relation
ship can be conveniently expressed by using the 
p o u e r relationship. Frictional properties were charac-
tcn/,ed by using the novel friction factor, R. The effect 
of different needl ing rates was clearly reflected in the 
friction factor, R \ alues. As the needling rate m-
t rcased, frictional characteristics of the nonwoven 
webs increased, which was reflected in higher R val
ues ^̂  Most recently, Ramkumar et al. investigated the 
effect of different frictional sliding velocities on the 
frictional propert ies of two different needle-punched 
n o n w o v e n substrates Two different polyester non-
woven webs varying m weights were needle-punched 
on the HI technology needle loom. The different slid
ing speeds used were 100, 500, 750, and 1000 m m / 
min. Results showed that at all shdmg speeds inves
tigated, friction force increased wi th the increase in 
appl ied normal loads. However , the coefficient of fric
tion decreased vvith the mcrease in normal loads at all 
sliding speeds This result indicates that the coefficient 
of friction is not a constant factor for nonwoven sub-
str-itfs and that the characterization of the friction of 

nonwoven webs by use of the coefficient of friction is 
not scientifically logical.'^ 

As IS evident from the abo\ 'e-mentioned discus
sions, it is not logical to characterize the frictional 
properties of polvmcric materials by using the coeffi
cient of friction fi. The coefficient of friction /j. is the 
coiistant of Lnearily between the friction force and 
applied normal load. There is a plethora of hterature 
a\ai lable that briefs the deviation from the Amontons ' 
classical law of friction (F = p.N) for textiles.' '^ How
ever, to the authors ' hcsi knowledge there is a paucity 
of literature that clearl\ pro\'es the deviation from the 
Amontons ' basic law of fricti(>n in poI \mer ic materi
als It IS extremely important to experimentally prove 
that It is illogical to represent the relationship between 
the friction force and the normal load as a straight-line 
equation passing through the nngui In this article, the 
authors h a \ e followed :in experimental approach to 
prcne the failure of Amontons ' law of fnctuin in poly
meric textiles The results have been validated by us
ing a statistical approach 

M E T H O D S 

A set of 11 different fabrics was used in the study The 
experimental method that was used to characterize the 
frictional properties is described m the later part of 
this section. Details about the materials used are given 
Table I More detailed uiformation on the samples was n 
not possible as they were acquired from different com
mercial sources in very limited quantities Further
more, an elaborate description of the samples was not 
considered important as this article deals with the 
experimental verification of the failure of Amttntons ' 
law and not on the influence of fabric constructional 
features on friction AQ -̂  

\ inwoven fabrics were developed on the t i l tech
nology needle loom HI technology is one of the mod
ern developments in needle-punching nonwovens 
technology. '" Texas Tech University is the first facility 
in the U S A to house the modern needle-punchmg 
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•VMON'TONS' LAW FAILURE IN POLYMERIC TEXTILES 

TABLE HI 
Frictional Values of Woven Substrates 

Figure 1 Sliding friction apparatus 

technology. HI technology is a patented invention of 
Ernst Fefu-er of Fehrer, AC ̂  The contoured needle 
zone in the H I technology results in an obhque-angJcd 
needle penetrat ion on fibers Such a penetration re
sults in longer needle pa ths and helps with better hber 
orientation and fiber entanglement than the flat nee
dling zone machine ^~~'-' Roedel and Ramkumar have 
elaborated on the details of the HI technology needle 
loom and the characteristics of nonwoven fabrics de-
\ eloped on H I technology needle loom in another 
article. ' ' ' 

The sliding friction appara tus as shown m Figure 1 
has been used to characterize the frictional properties 
ot 11 different fabrics 

The s l idmg friction appara tus has been prev,(,iusl> 
used to evaluate the frictional properties of a set of 1 
'•• 1 rib knitted cotton fabrics. The appara tus is sim

ilar to the one used by Ajayi. ' In thib study, a s tandard 
friction sledge witli k n o w n dimensions was used. The 
sledge measured 5 cm in length and 4 cm in widtlt. 
The imtial weight of the sledge was a round 36 g. One 

TABLE II 
Fnctional Values of Nonwoven Substrates 

Sample ID N/A (Pa) rjA (Pa) 

1,7J 
2.24 
2 74 
.•.24 
374 
4.24 
1 74 
224 
274 
.121 
374 
4 24 

11.2(1 (0 77) 
II 2S (0.27) 
0 3 ' i ( l l l ' ) ) 
0 S4 (0..3II) 
11 M (n.=ili| 
0 71 (0.60) 
0 22 (1.7V) 
0 37(1.55) 
(147(127) 
(154(0.911) 
0 M (1.50) 
0.75 (2,70) 

Values in the parentheses indicate standard deviation 
V/>1, normal load/area, F^/A, dynamic fnrtinna] force/ 

area; Pa, Pascal 

Sample ID N/A (Pa) F.,/A (Pa) 

182 
2.32 
2.S2 
3.32 
3.H2 
4 32 
1.B2 
2.32 
2.82 
3.32 
3S2 
4 32 
1.K2 
2.32 
2 K2 
332 
Mil 
4 32 
1 82 
2 32 
2 82 
V32 
3.S2 
4.32 
182 
2.12 
2 8 2 
1.32 
3.82 
4..12 
1 82 
2.32 
2 82 
3.32 
3 152 
4.32 
1 82 
2 12 
2 82 
3.32 
3.82 
4.32 
1.82 
2 32 
2 82 
3.32 
3 « 2 
4.32 
1 82 
2.32 
2 82 
3..12 
3.82 
4.32 

0 41 (0 25) 
(1 51 (0 43) 
0.04 (01.4) 
(1 70 (0.2')) 
0 hu (1 04) 
1.02 (0.37) 
0 7'i (0.25) 
1 (15 (029) 
1 29 ((139) 
1.53 (1121) 
1.78 (0.36) 
2 01 (0(.71 
1.13(0 15) 
l..15(0 2 l ) 
1.55 (0 09) 
1 76(0.20) 
196(0.17) 
2 16(0.32) 
0 43(0.18) 
(1^3(1129) 
n"lMll44) 
11.83(0 35) 
0.98(1142) 
1 (19 (0.44) 
0 8 7 ( 0 11) 
1.08(11.25) 
1.27(0 28) 
1 47 (0 20) 
1 67 (0.25) 
1 K7((l 18) 
(1.91 (0 32) 
1.12(0 27) 
1.33 10 28) 
1 .54 (0 47) 
1 7t, (0 61) 
1.97 (11 HI.) 

0.94 (0.99) 
1 15(1.17) 
1 10(1.21) 
1 59 (0 89) 
1.84(1 43) 
1 99 (0 87) 
(1.75 (11 411) 
0.99 (0 58) 
1.24 (0 47) 
1.50(0 131 
1 71 1019) 
1.95(1 .30) 
0 77(0 21) 
0 99 (0 32) 
1 21 (0.11) 
1 46 (0.3(1) 
1.70(0 12) 
1 91 (0 29) 

Values in parentheses indicate standard deviation 
N/A, Normal load/area; F,,/A, dynamic frictional force/ 

area, Pa Pascal 

end of the sledge was attached to the load cell of the 
CRE tensile tester by an inextensible thread The max
i m u m capacity of the load cell of the tensile tester was 
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Figure 2 (a) Frict ion tnrce v t r i u s normal lnaJ (b) fr ict ion force \ er.sus normal load 

25 kgf. The experiment was conducted over a range of 
different applied normal loads The minmium and the 
maximum loads used were around 36 and 86 g, re
spectively The load was increased in steps of 10 g 
Three repetitions were carried out at each applied load 
for the different substrates investigated. 

The sliding friction apparatus was found to be a 
convenient tool to measure the friction forces at dif
ferent applied normal loads. Moreover, the sliding 
friction apparatus is simple in construction and can be 
easily adapted to different tensile testers. The tensile 
tester used in this study is microprocessor controlled 
and helps with the storage of a vast amount of data 

from the frichon experiments The dynamic friction 
forces at different apphcd normal loads were mea
sured for all the fabrics studied As the dynamic fric
tion force is the average of the friction forces measured 
at a number of places on the fabric during the sliding 
process, it was thought to be logical to use the dy
namic friction force to validate the deviation from the 
Amontons' law of friction in polymeric textiles. The 
standard friction sledge slid on the fabrics across the 
fiUing (weft) in the case of woven fabrics and across 
the cross direction m the case of nonwoven fabrics. 
Experimental results are given in Tables II and III 
Three repeats were carried out at each applied normal 
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A M O N T O N S - LA IV FA ILURE I N rOLITWERIC TEXTILE.S 
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Figure 2 (Contmued from the previous pa^e) 

I .>ad and the average friction force values were used 
for further calculations Dynamic friction force was 
normal ized by the apparent area of contact. As is 
(-'. idt.nt from Uie experimental results, the s tandard 
JeviaLon values are high for the normalized friction 
force The variations could arise due to ir\herent ma
terial variations, deviat ions in constructional features, 
and system variat ions du r ing manufacturing. Further
more, the normal izat ion process results in higher stan
dard deviat ions as the frichon forces are normalized 
by ?> constant factor, which is the apparent area of 
contact. It IS a s sumed that the apparent area of contact 
remains coastant and the \ar ja l ions are associated 
with the friction force \ 'alues 

Deviat ions from the A m o n t o n s ' Law of Friction 

Although the classical article by Wilson showed that 
the Imear relationship between the friction force and 
normal load fails in textiles, the deviations from the 
linear relationship were not elaborated on m the arti
cle.'"' It IS therefore Important to expenmentai ly prove 
the failure of Amontons ' law of friction in textiles. 
According to Amontons ' law of friction, for materials 
tliat obey the basic law of friction, the relalionsl-up 
between the friction force and normal load should be 
constant. Mathematically, based on Amontons ' law of 
friction, the friction force-normal load relationship 
(F/iV = p.) i'̂  a straight line passing through the origin. 
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R A M K U M A R PT AL 

TABLE IV 
Friction Force \'en>us Normal Load Inlercepl Va lues 

land P va lues ) 

II|.IL- I D 

P 1 .ilue 
dyn.iniic 

Intercept value 
dynamic 

0.005 
0.031 
0.036 
01X12 

S29E-(1.S 
0.017 

2.01E-(1S 
l.OhE -O.S 

O.UU 
0.004 
0.012 

-0 .191 
-IMW8 
-OOJ.l 
-IKW.S 

0 4 1 7 
- 0 072 

ll.lf-O 
0 H I 
0.152 

- 0 1 1 2 
- 0 079 

For all the fabrics investigated m this study it has 
been found that the relationship between the dynamic 
friction force and normal load does not pass through 
the ongin [Fig, 2fa, b)] Also, it is evident Irom the 
k-orrelation of determination (/?') values that the R' 
\ alues are significantly high (>0.98), indicating that 
tlie equation is a straight line and does not pass 
through the origin. The simple methodology adopted 
in this article pro\ es beyond doubt that the relation
ship as shown in eq "̂  is not a valid relatiorrship to 
represent dynamic friction force-normal load relation
ship 

r/.v (3) 

where F is the friction force, ,\' is the normal applied 
h>aj, and /-i is the coefficient of friction (constant of 
linearity) 

Statisticsal verification of the failure of Amontons' 
Law of Friction 

As delineated in the mlrtiduction, thi.s article en
deavors to prove that the basic Amontons' law is not 
valid in pi)lvmcnc tevtiles. Regression analysis has 
been used to represent the straight-lme relationship 
between the dynamic friction force and the normal 
load It was possible to obtain the statistical P values 
bv using regression anaJv.sis The P values have 
been used to verify the null hypothesis that the 
equation is a straight line passing through the origin 
fi.e , ther'' is no intercept) Alternate hypothesis is 
that the Amontons' relationship is not valid in the 
case <-i polymeric textiles The significance level P of 
0'i5 has been used as the standard default signifi
cance level for accepting or rejecting the null hy
pothesis. The thumb rule followed was that if the 
calculated P (Table IV) is higher than the default 
significance level, then the null hypothesis is ac
cepted This means that there is no intercept term 

required in the dynamic friction force-normal load 
equation. Obtained experimental results show that 
m all fabrics investigated, P values were lower than 
the default significant P value, indicating that there 
IS a need for the intercept term in the friction equa
tion. In addition, in the cases of samples 5, 7, and IS, 
P values were very small, which strongly proves 
that the Amontons' friction law has failed in these 
fabrics The statistical methodology adopted in this 
study provides solid evidence experimentally Ihal 
polymeric textiles fail to obey Amontons' basic law 
of friction. 

CONCLUSION 

The sliding friction apparatus has been conveniently 
used to evaluate the frictional properties of a set of 
woven and nonwoven fabrics. The relationship be
tween the dynamic friction fone and the normal 
load applied is straight line that does not pass 
through the origin. The relationship shows that Am
ontons' basic law of friction is not obeyed in poly
meric textiles. The work adopted a ir-tatistical ap
proach to prove the deviation from the Amontons' 
law. Statisticallv significant P values obtained fiom 
the regression analysis of the d\ namic friction force 
and the normal load applied proved that the rela
tionship is a straight-lme equation tfiat does not 
pass through the origin. The P values were Mgnifi-
cantly lower than the default significance level of 
0.05, proving that the equation makes an intercept 
The uork has utilized a no\'cl statistical approach to 
disprove the Amontons' physical law in the case of 
polymeric textiles Results obtained clearly show 
that it IS both physically and mathematically illogi
cal to characterize the frictional properties of poly
meric textiles by using the coefficient of friction ^ 
values 

V s h a d n R a m k u m a r grat t f i i l ly . ' c t n o w l e d g e s ihe (J.S. Army 
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srr.ites of w h i c h the w o r k r t p n r l i ' d m this ,irticle forms a 
part- Ran)eet Raianala i;rate(iilly ai.kjiin\ led^;i-s tin.' Leather 
Ke^earch Ins t i t j t f at Tex.i^ Tech Univers i ty (or p r o v i d i n g a 
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